
Information for Play Area & Sports Committee meeting 

28th June 2018, 7pm at The Moorside Room 

7. Sportsfield 

a) To receive information on the cost implications of resurfacing the car park at the sportsfield 

and agree any recommendations to be made to the full council 

 

Quote 1: 

Scrape off all existing surface supply and lay a type 1 base course where 

needed, level and consolidated 

Supply and lay a 10mm hard stone SMA wearing course tarmac to a depth of 

60mm rolled and consolidated 

Key in all joints and imperfections 

 

 

 

 

 

£19,600.00 

Quote 2: 

Scrape off and grade old surface 

Supply and lay  a 20mm binder course tarmac to a depth of 50mm rolled and 

consolidated 

Supply and lay a 10mm SMA wearing course tarmac to a depth of 30mm 

rolled and consolidated 

 

 

 

 

 

£29,400.00 

Quote 3: 

Plane off existing surface to any defective areas 

Remove loose debris and sweep clean 

Supply and lay binder base course to make up levels where necessary 

Power roll 

Apply a tack coat of K140 Bituminous emulsion 

Supply and lay a wearing course of 6mm stone mastic asphalt 

Power roll to existing levels 

Fully joint sealed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

£29,000.00 + 

£5,800.00 VAT 

£34,800.00 

Quote 4: 

Clean area, excavate top surface, regulate and level area to get formation 

level 

Spray tac coat bitumen over whole area 

Resurface whole area 50mm of 10mm hardstone wearing course tarmac with 

tarmac power paver through hot screed 

Power roll 

Seal joints with bitumen 

 

 

 

 

 

£14,850.00 + 

£2,970.00 VAT 

£17,820.00 

Quote 5: 

Prepare area as needed, level as required 

Supply and machine lay 10mm SMA macadam to a 40mm depth rolled to 

complete 

To include hot pitch to fill cracks in footpaths 

 

 

£23,600.00 + 

£4,720.00 VAT 

£28,320.00 

Quote 6: 

To clean and prepare surface where necessary 

Clean off grass areas and weed kill 

Supply and lay graded road planings as a sub base surface where grass has 

been taken off plus low placers on car park ready for tarmacing old surface all 

work machine rolled 

Key around manhole covers and drains 

Supply and lay SMA tarmac to a depth of 40mm machine laid  

All work machine rolled 

 

 

 

 

 

 

£24,200.00 + 

£4,840.00 VAT 

£29,040.00 

 


